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Figure 1: We consider the problem of efficiently rendering versions of a given an initial rendering (a), with object movement or material
editing (b-e). We devise sampling techniques to focus on the light-transport paths affected by the scene changes and a method for incremental
re-rendering faster than path tracing from scratch (PT) or computing correlated-path differences (Correlated PT). Our approach renders a
residual image (f) between the original and the edited scene. We show equal-time comparisons with baselines for edits 3 and 4, including final
images for the edited scenes and residual images. Numbers shown are MSE×103. More equal-time comparisons are shown in Figs. 6 to 8.

Abstract

Conventional rendering techniques are primarily designed and optimized for single-frame rendering. In practical applications,

such as scene editing and animation rendering, users frequently encounter scenes where only a small portion is modified between

consecutive frames. In this paper, we develop a novel approach to incremental re-rendering of scenes with dynamic objects,

where only a small part of a scene moves from one frame to the next. We formulate the difference (or residual) in the image

between two frames as a (correlated) light-transport integral which we call the residual path integral. Efficient numerical solution

of this integral then involves (1) devising importance sampling strategies to focus on paths with non-zero residual-transport

contributions and (2) choosing appropriate mappings between the native path spaces of the two frames. We introduce a set

of path importance sampling strategies that trace from the moving object(s) which are the sources of residual energy. We

explore path mapping strategies that generalize those from gradient-domain path tracing to our importance sampling techniques

specially for dynamic scenes. Additionally, our formulation can be applied to material editing as a simpler special case. We

demonstrate speed-ups over previous correlated sampling of path differences and over rendering the new frame independently.

Our formulation brings new insights into the re-rendering problem and paves the way for devising new types of sampling

techniques and path mappings with different trade-offs.

1. Introduction

It is common practice to render the frames of an animation sequence
independently, which can be expensive. There is considerable coher-
ence from one frame to the next, for example when only the main

character is moving around a complex open world. Another scenario
is scene authoring or gaming applications where one may edit or
move the scene setup only slightly at a time (Fig. 1). However, ex-
ploiting this coherence is not as simple as focusing attention only on
the pixels corresponding to dynamic objects, since moving objects
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may affect the shading in other parts of the scene through shadows
and global illumination.

In this paper, we develop a method for efficient incremental
(re-)rendering of such scenes with moving objects (Fig. 1), which
can also be applied to material editing as a simpler special case.
We assume the previous scene state has been already rendered ac-
curately, and our goal is to render the difference, or the residual,
between the two states. To consider only the light paths that con-
tribute to the difference, we formulate a residual path integral. This
integral characterizes the difference in light transport between the
old and the new scene. It opens up a plethora of importance sampling
techniques that we can use to efficiently re-render the scene.

Concretely, we make the following contributions:

1. We extend the classical path integral [Vea98] to a residual path

integral to account for differences before and after scene changes
using control variates.

2. We devise importance sampling techniques for spawning paths
with non-zero residual contribution in the path space, where at
least one vertex or edge is affected by the scene changes.

3. We construct “path mappings”†, akin to shift mapping in gradient-
domain rendering [LKL∗13], to form bijections between the path
spaces of the old and new frames. These mappings are tailored
to our importance sampling techniques.

2. Related work

Temporal reprojection. A number of previous methods reproject
light paths or color in their temporal trajectories to facilitate im-
age reconstruction [BFMZ94, WDP99, BDT99, TPWG02, NSL∗07].
These ideas are also often incorporated in Monte Carlo denois-
ing [MA06, ZRJ∗15, SKW∗17, CKS∗17]. We focus on unbiased
rendering of the new scene state while exploiting the coherence
between frames using importance sampling.

Spatio-directional caching, path guiding, and resampling. Some
methods do not reproject the light paths, but instead reuse and adapt
the statistics of spatio-directional caches over time. These caches can
then be used for importance sampling [LW95,VKS∗14,RHJD18] or
as a direct approximation of the radiance [MRKN20,MRNK21]. Fur-
thermore, ReSTIR [BWP∗20] and its variants [OLK∗21, LKB∗22,
KLR∗23] reuse samples from previous frames and spatial neighbors
through resampled importance resampling [TCE05].

We focus on directing the light-path generation using geometry
information, so that most sampling efforts can be spent on the differ-
ences between frames. Reprojection, denoising, spatio-directional
caches, and resampling can then be potentially applied on top of our
method to further improve the results.

Gradient-domain rendering. Our residual path integral is highly
related to gradient domain rendering [LKL∗13,KMA∗15,HGP∗19a]
and particularly its temporal variant [MKD∗16]. Both our method

† The term “shift mapping” is extensively used in both gradient-domain
rendering and ReSTIR literature. We refrain from using the same term, as
the mapped path in our method is not generated by shifting the target pixel.

and gradient-domain rendering address the problem of computing
the difference between the colors of two pixels. The key differ-
ence lies in how we characterize dynamic objects in the path space.
Temporal gradient-domain rendering correlates the samples for ren-
dering the two frames by reusing the same random-number sequence.
Instead, we explicitly model the difference of the two path spaces
and design importance sampling strategies and path mappings to
direct sampling towards the part of path space that is affected by the
scene change. We compare to the baseline of correlated path tracing
and show reduction in variance due to our importance sampling
strategies. In principle, one can apply a spatio-temporal Poisson
reconstruction to obtain the final image/video for our method just
like temporal gradient domain rendering; we leave it as future work.

Incremental radiosity. Earlier work in radiosity explores incre-
mental updates of form factors between elements [Che90, FYT95,
DS97,GD01,MPT03]. We explore related ideas in Monte Carlo path
tracing.

Dynamic photon mapping and virtual point lights. Some meth-
ods reuse photon maps [Jen96] or virtual point lights [Kel97] in a
temporally coherent manner [DBMS02, LSK∗07, WG12]. We focus
on the path tracing regime, and the combination with these methods
is an interesting future direction.

Scene editing and re-rendering. Our problem setting is related
to previous work on efficient scene re-rendering [GG15]. In par-
ticular, control variates and correlated sampling have been applied
to re-rendering previously [RJN16]. The former relied on simple
heuristics to reconstruct the final image and generate biased results.
We use the same high-level control variate framework as Rousselle
et al. [RJN16]. They analyzed a multi-level Monte Carlo method,
focusing on finding the optimal parameters to combine two MC
estimators (primal and residual rendering) and use path tracing with
the same random sequence to compute the residual image. This is
equivalent to the correlated path tracing we compared as a baseline.
Their work supports material editing but not object movement. We
instead focus on formulating and rendering of the difference image
in an unbiased fashion, enabling object movement. The composition
with the standard MC estimator and optimizing the parameters of
the external multi-level Monte Carlo control variates are orthogonal
to our work. We mainly target at the unsolved challenging scenario
involving moving objects, while gaining significant advantage for
material editing. Our contribution is the characterization of the light
paths that interact with a dynamic object, the importance sampling
strategies for sampling such light paths, and the path mappings for
finding correspondence between the two path spaces. In the results,
we compare to correlated path tracing and show variance reduction.

Portal sampling. Our importance sampling strategies share similar-
ities to the portal sampling techniques [BNJ15, ALLD17, OHD20]
used for sampling sparse path space (e.g., lights that go through a
pinhole of a scene). We apply portal sampling to the problem of
incremental rendering using the residual path integral formulation.
The existence of two path spaces introduces new challenges and
opportunities in designing new sampling strategies.
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Table 1: A list of commonly used symbols in this document.

Symbol Description

x path vertex in the path integral formulation
xD, xG, xS dynamic vertex, ghost vertex, static vertex in the path represen-

tation
xE , xL sensor and emitter vertices
x̄ = x0...xk−1 full, path with k vertices
ȳ = y0...ys−1 emitter sub-path, with the last vertex ys−1 on an emitter. Note

the direction of the path here is opposite to BDPT convention.
z̄ = z0...zt−1 sensor sub-path, with the last vertex zt−1 on a sensor.
−→pi ,←−pi forward and reverse area PDFs for sub-path vertex i

E, L sensor and emitter vertices in path regular expression grammar
S, D static and a dynamic vertices in regular expression
S̄ static path edge, not passing through ghost objects
D̄, D̄n dynamic path edge, passing through ghost objects n times;

subscript n may be dropped for convenience

ppp, qqq = T (ppp) base and transformed paths in the other frame.
fd difference radiance contribution function (Eq. (5))

3. Residual path integral

In this section we formulate our residual path integral. We first re-
visit the classical path integral (Section 3.1) which we then extend to
a residual formulation via control variates (Section 3.2). This exten-
sion is designed to handle differences introduced by scene changes
(Section 3.3) and helps characterize the paths that are affected by
those changes (Section 3.4).

In Section 4 we will devise sampling techniques that spawn paths
with likely non-zero contributions in the residual path integral. In
Section 5, we describe “path mappings” that form bijections between
the old and new path spaces for efficient control variates. Table 1
lists some commonly used notations throughout the paper.

3.1. Primal path integral

Following Veach’s [Vea98] path integral formulation, the intensity
of each pixel in image I can be written as‡

I =
∫

Ω
f (ppp)dµ(ppp), (1)

where dµ(ppp) is a measure over the space Ω of light-transport paths
ppp = x0x1 . . .xk−2xk−1 with k vertices. The contribution of a path is

f (ppp) = L(xk−2→ xk−1) ·

k−2

∏
i=1

ρ(xi−1→ xi→ xi+1)G(xi↔ xi+1)V (xi↔ xi+1),
(2)

where L is the light emission, ρ is the bidirectional scattering dis-
tribution function (BSDF), G is the geometric term, and V is the
visibility function [Vea98].

3.2. The residual path integral

We assume we are given the image at the previous frame, I1 (without
auxiliary information or any cache), and we seek to compute the
current frame I2. We are also given the geometric and material

‡ We omit the pixel filter for simplicity.

Old scene New scene

ghost object dynamic object

dynamic paths

static paths

Figure 2: Examples of dynamic paths. We show three-vertex paths
involving a moving triangle. In each scene, the location of the trian-
gle in the other scene is in light green. In the new scene, we can see
two types of “dynamic” paths. One hits the dynamic triangle (path
in red) while the other one passes through the ghost triangle (in blue;
as per the position of the dynamic counterpart in the old scene). The
red and blue paths did not exist in the previous scene (thus shown
as dashed lines), so they would contribute to the difference integral.
The black paths represent static paths that do not contribute to the
difference path integral.

configurations of both frames, which differ only slightly, because
only some object(s) have moved or changed material.

To enable incremental rendering, we seek to render the difference,
or residual, I2− I1 between the two frames, effectively treating the
first image as a control variate:

I = I1 +(I2− I1). (3)

We now need to compute the residual

I2− I1 =
∫

Ω2

f2(ppp)dµ(ppp)−
∫

Ω1

f1(qqq)dµ(qqq), (4)

where we have simply subtracted out path integrals for frames I2
and I1. The path space may be different between the two frames.

To evaluate the result as one integral, we seek to find a mapping
between paths ppp in frame I2 and paths qqq in frame I1, writing qqq =
T (ppp). We will discuss the form of the mapping T we use in Section 5,
but the theory below applies to any mapping. Now, T can be seen as
a change of variable that brings the integral I1 into the same domain
and parameterization as I2:

I2− I1 =
∫

Ω

(

f2(ppp)− f1(T (ppp))
∣

∣T
′(ppp)

∣

∣

)

dµ(ppp)

=
∫

Ω
fd(ppp)dµ(ppp),

(5)

where
∣

∣T ′
∣

∣ accounts for the change of measure. We have dropped
the subscript on Ω2 for clarity. However, we retain the subscripts on
f2 and f1 since the path contribution must be evaluated with respect
to each frame’s geometry which can differ even for the same path,
on account of visibility changes. We can also view our problem as
simulating a difference radiance quantity and Eq. (5) as integrating
a difference path contribution fd(ppp).

Ghost objects. Equation (5) reveals a key difference between the
classical and residual path integrals: the contribution of a single path
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ppp in frame I2 needs to be evaluated at two different scenes: f1 and
f2. This means that we need to account for paths that interact with
the dynamic object in the new scene f2 (red path in Fig. 2), and also
paths that interact with where the dynamic object was at in the old
scene f1 (blue path in Fig. 2). We use “ghost object(s)” to represent
where the dynamic objects used to be, which can be an empty space
in the current frame or (partly) overlapped by the dynamic object.

3.3. Characterizing dynamic paths

We refer to paths that interact with both the dynamic and ghost
objects as dynamic paths.§ A path ppp is dynamic if it meets either of
the following criteria. It contains

1. at least one dynamic vertex, i.e., a vertex located on a dynamic
object (red path in Fig. 2); or

2. at least one dynamic edge, i.e., an edge passing through ghost
surfaces (blue path in Fig. 2).

Otherwise, the path is static, composed of static vertices and static

edges (black path in Fig. 2).

We extend Heckbert’s regular expression grammar for
paths [Hec90] by explicitly including an edge notation (Table 1). We
use S and D to represent static and dynamic vertices, respectively
(which originally denote specular and diffuse), and S̄ and D̄ for
static and dynamic edges, respectively.

Starting from the eye E and ending at the light L, dynamic paths
corresponding to the two conditions above are denoted as

1. E[(S̄|D̄)(S|D)]∗(S̄|D̄)D(S̄|D̄)[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]∗L,
2. E[(S̄|D̄)(S|D)]∗D̄[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]∗L.

In condition (1), the D in the center is a dynamic vertex; the rest of
the path can include static/dynamic vertices and edges. In condition
(2), the D̄ in the middle is a dynamic edge; the rest of the path can
have arbitrary vertices/edges.

3.4. Dynamic path space

Assuming small changes between the two frames, most paths in
the residual integral in Eq. (5) are static and have zero contribution.
Simulating those paths would be a waste of computation. We there-
fore isolate all dynamic paths into a dynamic path space D, while S
is the zero-contribution static path space, with Ω = S ∪D:

I2− I1 =
∫
S

0dµ(ppp)+
∫
D

fd(ppp)dµ(ppp) . (6)

Our goal is then to devise sampling techniques that can generate
paths withinD, i.e., paths impacted by the dynamic or ghost objects.
However, D forms a complex sub-space, and sampling paths in it is
challenging.

§ Dynamic paths refer to all paths affected by either object movement or
material editing.

4. Sampling the dynamic path space

Equation (6) enables us to separate out the dynamic-path subspace
affected by the scene movement. In this section, we present a set of
techniques to sample paths in that space.

Recall that a path could contribute to the residual integral if it
has a dynamic vertex or a dynamic edge (namely, an edge passing
through ghost surfaces). Contrary to traditional path construction
starting from an emitter or the sensor, our key idea to guarantee
sampling dynamic paths is to start from dynamic (Section 4.1) and
ghost (Section 4.2) objects towards the emitters and the sensor. We
also derive their corresponding density functions which will allow
us to combine diverse and non-exclusive techniques via multiple
importance sampling (MIS).

Notations. We generally follow the notations used by Veach
[Vea98] and Georgiev et al. [GKDS12] (see Table 1). After sampling
a dynamic/ghost starting point, two subpaths are built, one ending
on an emitter and the other on the sensor. We denote an emitter
sub-path with s vertices by ȳ = y0y1 . . .ys−1 and a sensor sub-path
with t vertices by z̄ = z0z1 . . .zt−1. For convenience, the vertices are
indexed in the order of their generation. We give y0 and z0 different
aliases depending on their locations:

• When they are sampled on a dynamic object, y0 = z0 = xD;
• When they are sampled on a ghost object, y0 = z0 = xG.

ys−1 and zt−1 are on an emitter and the sensor, respectively. When
they are the only vertex of their corresponding sub-paths, we denote
them as xL and xE , respectively. The derivations below consider
emitter sub-paths ȳ, but they apply symmetrically to sensor sub-
paths too.

Following Georgiev et al. [GKDS12], we use −→pi for forward

vertex probabilities (w.r.t. the random-walk direction). p0 is the
probability density function (PDF) of the initial path vertex (on a
dynamic or ghost object). The PDF of a sub-path ȳ with s vertices is

ps(ȳ) = p0

s−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (ȳ). (7)

The reverse PDF←−pi (ȳ) is analogous to the forward one. It represents
the probability for sampling yi in direction opposite to that of the
random walk. We will need the reverse PDFs to compute the MIS
weight for each dynamic path. We always start the dynamic path by
sampling the initial vertex on a dynamic/ghost surface. We sample
emitters as in regular next-event estimation and the sensor as in light
tracing, again w.r.t. area.

4.1. Sampling dynamic vertices

We introduce three path sampling techniques that start from a point
on the dynamic surface.

(1) Dynamic from emitter. (Fig. 3A1, Fig. 4a1) The first vertex xD

is sampled on a dynamic surface. We sample the second path vertex
xL on an emitter. Sampling fails if the connection is blocked. At xD

we initiate a random walk towards the sensor using BSDF sampling.
At each sampled vertex, we directly connect to the sensor as in light
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dynamic obj ghost obj
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xL
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xE

xD
xG xG
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xG

x1

x2

dynamic obj

(A)

xL

moving right

(B)

(C)

(D)

(1) Dynamic from light (2) Dynamic from sensor (3) Dynamic two ends (4) Ghost from light (5) Ghost from sensor (6) Ghost two ends (7) PT with selection

(a) old scene (b) new scene (c) Radiance from only dynamic paths (d) A path can be generated by 
multiple techniques

1 dynamic hit

4 ghost hits

Figure 3: Dynamic-path sampling techniques. Row A illustrates six techniques plus the regular path tracing with non-affected paths rejected
(Section 4). We move the small box slightly to the right in the CORNELL BOX scene (a, b). We render the difference radiance contribution
from each sampling technique separately in Row B. Row C is Row B weighted by the corresponding multiple importance sampling weight
for each column. A sum of Row C gives the total contribution by dynamic paths in (c). (d) An example for multiple importance sampling
computation in Section 4.3, where a dynamic path hits dynamic objects once and ghost objects 4 times.

tracing. The paths generated from this techniques are in the form of
E(S̄|D̄)[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]∗D(D̄|S̄)L. The path density is

p(x̄) = p(xL)p(xD)
t−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (z̄). (8)

(2) Dynamic from sensor. (Fig. 3A2, Fig. 4a2) This is symmetric
to technique (1), swapping emitter and sensor. Paths generated from
this technique have the form E(D̄|S̄)D[(S̄|D̄)(S|D)]∗(S̄|D̄)L. The
path density is

p(x̄) = p(xE)p(xD)
s−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (ȳ). (9)

Techniques (1) and (2) become identical for the case of direct light-
ing (i.e., 3-vertex paths). We handle direct lighting in technique (1),
connecting the dynamic vertex to both emitter and sensor.

(3) Dynamic two ends. (Fig. 3A3, Fig. 4a3) The vertex xD is again
sampled on a dynamic surface. We then sample a direction to-
wards an emitter using cosine hemisphere sampling. Given that
direction, another direction, towards a sensor, is sampled using
BSDF sampling. Finally, we initiate random walks along these
two directions. Connections to emitter/sensor are performed at ev-
ery sampled vertex. This process yields emitter and sensor sub-
paths, akin to bidirectional path tracing. The path expression is
E[(S̄|D̄)(S|D)]+(S̄|D̄)D(S̄|D̄)[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]+L. The path density is

p(x̄) =
t−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (z̄)p(xD)
s−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (ȳ). (10)

A path generated with the above techniques can hit a dynamic or
ghost object again, meaning that the path can also be sampled from
other techniques or multiple starting points by the same technique
(see Fig. 3 bottom right). We discuss the details of handling the MIS
weights correctly in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4: (a) Illustration of pdf construction for our set of dynamic
path sampling strategies. Indices match Fig. 3. (b) An MIS example
in terms of pdfs showing the same path can be sampled by two tech-
niques. (c) Geometries used for change of measure when computing
pdfs for dynamic paths starting from a ghost vertex. We represent
dynamic edges passing through ghost objects by dashed segments.

4.2. Sampling dynamic edges

Since ghost objects do not physically exist in the new frame, paths
pass through them. We propose a mechanism to sample dynamic
edges by sampling points on ghost surfaces.

(4) Ghost from emitter. (Fig. 3A4, Fig. 4a4) Analogously to tech-
nique (1) (Section 4.1), we begin by sampling a point xG on a ghost
surface using area sampling, followed by a point xL on an emitter.
The point xG does not act as a path vertex but determines the direc-
tion −−→xLxG of a ray initiating a random walk from the emitter vertex
xL. The ray will go through the ghost surface as desired. We connect
each random-walk vertex to the sensor as before. Paths generated
with this technique have the form E(S̄|D̄)[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]∗D̄L.

The path PDF of this light-tracing technique has the familiar form

p(x̄) = p(xL)
t−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (z̄), (11)

with the peculiarity that the direction towards the second path ver-
tex x1 is sampled via an auxiliary surface point xG. To obtain the
area-PDF of x1, we first convert the area-PDF p(xG) to solid angle
measure at xL and then convert that to area measure at x1:

−→p1(z̄) = p(xG)
∥ xG− xL ∥

2
∣

∣nxG ·
−−→xGx1

∣

∣

·

∣

∣nx1 ·
←−−xGx1

∣

∣

∥ x1− xL ∥2 , (12)

where nx denotes surface normal at point x.

(5) Ghost from sensor. (Fig. 3A5, Fig. 4a5) This technique is
symmetric to (4) by switching the light source and sensor. Generated

paths have the form ED̄[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]∗(S̄|D̄)L. The path PDF reads

p(x̄) = p(xE)
s−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (ȳ), (13)

where −→p1(z̄) is the same as in Eq. (12) but with xL replaced with xE .

(6) Ghost two ends. (Fig. 3A6, Fig. 4a6) After sampling the initial
ghost vertex xG, we randomly sample a direction uniformly toward
the light, with PDF pdir. This gives us a dynamic edge which passes
through xG. By casting two rays with the same origin xG but opposite
directions, we obtain two vertices of this edge, x1 and x2. We then
incrementally construct the two sub-paths accordingly using unidi-
rectional path tracing. Again, each intersection is BSDF-sampled
along with next event estimation. The paths generated from this
technique have the form E[(S̄|D̄)(S|D)]+D̄[(S|D)(S̄|D̄)]+L. The ge-
ometric term transforming the density of the sampled ghost vertex
to the product of densities of x1 and x2 (Fig. 4b), and the path PDF,
are

gG,x1,x2 =

∣

∣cos(Nx1 ,
←−−x1x2)

∣

∣ ·
∣

∣cos(Nx2 ,
←−−x1x2)

∣

∣

∣

∣cos(NxG ,
←−−x1x2)

∣

∣

·
pdir

∥ x1− x2 ∥2 , (14)

p(x̄)=
t−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (z̄)
s−1

∏
i=1

−→pi (ȳ), where −→p1(z̄)
−→p1(ȳ)= p(xG)gG,x1,x2. (15)

The effectiveness of each technique is scene-dependent. For in-
stance, when direct lighting reflected by dynamic objects is signif-
icant, directly connecting to the emitter is beneficial. If dynamic
objects are not easily reachable by the emitter or sensor, techniques
(3) and (6) are more effective.

4.3. Technique combination

In most cases, there may be more than one sampling technique capa-
ble of generating one specific dynamic path. Figure 3d shows an ex-
ample where a path hits the dynamic object once and passes through
a ghost surface four times. The path has the form ES̄SD̄2SD̄2DS̄SS̄L

(the subscript means 2 intersections with ghost objects for the edge).
Regardless which vertex is sampled first, there are 5 techniques
capable of sampling this path. More specifically, sampling may
start from the ghost point next to the sensor using technique (5)
(Section 4.2), from any of the other 3 ghost points using technique
(5), or from the dynamic vertex next to the light using technique
(1) (Section 4.1). Another example is shown in Fig. 4c. In effect,
if a path containing Nk vertices intersects the dynamic objects ND

times, and its edges pass through ghost objects NG times, we need to
correctly weight ND +NG different sampling techniques to produce
an unbiased result. We apply multiple importance sampling (MIS)
to combine them, based on their derived path densities.

Finally, we employ regular path tracing with static paths re-
jected as another sampling technique to complement the entire set
(Fig. 3A7). Figure 3B,C shows the rendering of various techniques
before and after the MIS weighting:

w(x̄) =
p(x̄)

∑
ND+NG+1
l=1 p(x̄l)

. (16)

To facilitate the weight computation, we record some information
of the ghost intersections for every path segment (normal, position,
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(2b) an unlucky case when hitting 
both glossy and dynamic objects

(3a) Mapping for Dynamic from sensor

xG

(3b) Mapping for Ghost from sensor

New scene

    Mapped path q Base path p

New scene     Old scene

    Mapped path q

dynamic obj

ghost obj

Figure 5: Path mappings for various dynamic sampling tech-

niques. On the left of each pair, we sample the base path (black)
using our methods shown in Fig. 3. Mapped paths are blue on the
right. Two frames can be flipped for the two-way path mapping.

shape ID). Given the assumption that the scale of moving objects is
small compared to the whole scene, this overhead is negligible.

Similarly to prior implementations of bidirectional methods
[Geo12, Jak10], we record forward and backward PDFs at every
vertex for emitter/sensor sub-paths. Instead of one path traversal
for each of them, we preprocess the path and build two tables: one
for cumulative products of forward PDFs and another for backward
PDFs. To compute the PDF for any path segment, we just query
the tables at two indices and perform a division, leading to time
complexity reduction from O((ND +NG)∗Nk) to O(ND +NG).

5. Path mapping

Recall from Section 3.2 that we seek to find a correspondence
between paths in two frames (Eqs. (5) and (6)). In Section 4, we
presented our sampling techniques to sample paths in the dynamic
path space, which are affected by the movement or material edits.
Once we have sampled such a path ppp in one frame, we need to
map it to a path T (ppp) in the other frame, to compute the residual
contribution (Eq. (5)). We extend the shift-mapping operators used in

prior work (Random-seed replay, Keep vertex the same) [KMA∗15,
HGP∗19b, LKB∗22] to dynamic scenes. Additionally, we present
new operators tailored to our dynamic path sampling techniques.

We build the path mapping T by applying a transformation t to
each vertex:

T (ppp) = T (x0x1 . . .xk−2xk−1) = t(x0)t(x1) . . . t(xk−2)t(xk−1). (17)

The vertices x0 and xk−1 lie respectively on the sensor and emitter.
Figure 5 illustrates how path mapping is applied to our techniques.
Below we present the five basic vertex transformation operators t we
use and provide their Jacobians

∣

∣t′
∣

∣. We choose the mapping opera-
tors according to the status of the vertex, such as the path sampling
technique used and the mapping history of its predecessors. Below
we consider the individual cases. Please refer to the supplemental
material for mappings of the complete paths.

Transform with object movement. We support rigid transforma-
tions tob j of objects. If xi is on a dynamic/ghost surface in frame I2,
we apply Tob j to bring it to its (canonical) position in frame I1:

t(xi) = Tob j(xi) if xi ∈ {xD,xG}. (18)

For rigid motions of articulated bodies,
∣

∣t′
∣

∣ = 1. For example, in
Fig. 5(1a), xD is mapped to t(xD) along with the moving triangle.
Whenever a base path (Fig. 5) starts from a dynamic object or hits
a dynamic object, the two paths diverge in two frames – they do
not share the same path vertices in the rest of the paths. When
applying this operator multiple times after the paths already diverge,
significant deviations can occur, especially with large movements.
Hence, we reject the mapped path when the base path hits dynamic
objects more than once, as shown in Fig. 5 (1b). The detail of the
rejection will be discussed below.

Keep vertex the same. If the vertex xi lies on a static object, we
set t to the identity function:

t(xi) = xi if xi ∈ {xS}, (19)
∣

∣t
′
∣

∣= 1 if t(xi−1) = xi−1. (20)

This enables path re-connection, where paths that deviated at xi−1
can re-connect at xi, creating more correlated paths ppp and T (ppp),
reducing variance in the residual contribution. In Fig. 5(2a), t(x1) is
formed by reconnecting xD to x1, effectively reusing x1 as t(x1).

If the previous vertex xi−1 was mapped to a different location
in the previous frame (and hence directions xi−1→ xi are not the
same). The Jacobian

∣

∣t′
∣

∣ is no longer 1 as we need to account for
the change of projected solid angle:

| t′ |=
cos(t(xi−1)← xi)

cos(xi−1← xi)
·
∥ xi−1− xi ∥

2

∥ t(xi−1)− xi ∥2 . (21)

We avoid multiple (re)-connections for one path to prevent a poten-
tially large Jacobian, which is a multiplication of all the correspond-
ing Jacobians. We add an additional re-connection criterion (1) to
the two conditions (2,3) introduced by Lin et al. [LKB∗22]:

1. xi is not a dynamic vertex;
2. min(α(xi−1),α(t(xi−1)),α(xi))≥ αmin (roughness threshold);
3. min(∥t(xi−1)− xi∥,∥xi−1− xi∥)≥ dmin (distance threshold).
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Random-seed replay. This operator refers to using the same ran-

dom numbers to generate ray directions (−−−→xi−1xi and
−−−−−−−→
t(xi−1)t(xi)).

We use this approach to do independent tracing for diverged paths
until they are merged by path re-connection.

Mapping between the dynamic and ghost pair. As shown in
Fig. 5(3a,3b), we map the starting point xD to the same location on
its ghost counterpart in the other frame. This operator is exclusive to
techniques Dynamic from sensor and Ghost from sensor. The effect
is the same as tracing the camera rays towards the same direction in
both frames. Unlike the same primary ray as in correlated path, our
paths start from the middle.

Path rejection. In cases of path mapping failure or proactive ter-
mination, we reject the mapped path and continue tracing the base
path. Similarly to symmetric gradient computation used in gradient-
domain rendering [MRK∗14], we sample from both frames and
employ two-way path mapping to ensure the coverage of the entire
integral domain. This is crucial to maintain unbiasedness. When the
rejection operator is used, paths revert to independent tracing for
both frames, reducing Eq. (5) to finite differences. Cases where we
terminate the mapped path are:

1. The mapped path may be occluded during reconnection or even
afterward by a dynamic object.

2. The Jacobian exceeds a threshold, potentially causing fireflies.
3. The base path hits dynamic objects more than once.

Conditions 1 and 3 occur when paths repeatedly hit dynamic
objects, which have limited impact if only a small portion of the
scene is moving. Rejection happens more frequently when dynamic
objects occupy a larger (Table 3) or a significant part of the path
space, such as being close to the camera. The Jacobian threshold
is set to 10. Condition 2 is rarely met, as most cases are already
covered by other conditions. This threshold serves as a final safety
net while maintaining unbiasedness.

6. Results and discussion

In this section, we show our results. Following a discussion of
implementation details, we demonstrate the benefits brought by our
incremental rendering approach, and discuss timings and overhead.

6.1. Implementation

We implemented our approach in a stand-alone C++ renderer on
top of Intel Embree. Our experiments are run on an AMD Ryzen
16-Core Processor. The ghost objects are implemented by modifying
specific Embree ray intersection behaviors. We maintain two extra
acceleration structures: one containing all the dynamic objects and
the other containing all the ghost objects. The former is used for
the visibility re-check for dynamic objects during path mapping
mentioned in Section 5; the other is for updating the path PDFs when
computing the multiple importance sampling weights (Section 4.3).
Based on the assumption that only a small part of the scene is
moving, this adds a very small overhead.

The dynamic path sampling techniques we introduced in Sec-
tion 4 are the most fundamental building block for our approach. We

separately display the radiance contribution from each dynamic path
sampling technique in Fig. 3. We have verified the unbiasedness
with images ultimately converging to the reference; the plot with in-
creasing number of samples per pixel is shown in the supplementary
material with expected slope.

6.2. Incremental re-rendering

Baseline methods. We compare to two baselines. 1) Path tracing

(PT): Rendering the new scene from scratch. To ensure a fair com-
parison, we only consider scenes where the moving objects are
directly visible to the camera. In such cases, path tracing represents
the most competitive and efficient light transport method. Our ap-
proach consistently outperforms path tracing, especially in scenarios
when the probability of hitting the dynamic objects is low using
paths traced from camera; 2) Correlated PT: Rendering the residual
image using correlated path tracing and adding it back to the ready-
to-use old scene rendering (Eq. (5)). This approach is equivalent to
the residual image computation from the state-of-the-art temporal
gradient domain path tracing [MKD∗16] and control-variates-based
re-rendering method [RJN16]. The path pairs are generated using
path tracing with the same random sequence, ensuring strong cor-
relation between paths traced from the same pixel. Components
such as spatial gradient-domain path tracing, camera reprojection
and Poisson blending from temporal gradient domain path tracing,
and the optimization of multi-level Monte Carlo or control vari-
ates coefficients [RJN16] are orthogonal and can complement our
method.

In Figs. 1 and 6 to 8, we show an equal-time comparison of render-
ings for the new scene by the aforementioned two baselines and our
method: 3) Incremental: Rendering the residual image using our dy-
namic path sampling techniques and corresponding path mappings.
The residual image is then added back to the old frame to produce
the new frame. Each scene showcases both the comparison for the
final rendering of the new scene as well as the comparison of the
residual image rendering between Correlated PT and our approach.
Notably, the residual images typically exhibit lower and sparser
energy levels compared to the primal renderings. This observation
underscores our initial motivation to selectively sample the residual
path integral, focusing on regions where the difference in radiance
contribution is non-zero (Eq. (5) and Eq. (6)). Additionally, the resid-
ual images contain both negative and positive values, occasionally
resulting in visual disparities in brightness or color when compar-
ing unbiased images with varying noise levels. It is anticipated but
can be counter-intuitive given familiarity with traditional rendering.
Dark pixels (e.g., third row in Fig. 8) in some final renderings from
the baseline or our method result from negative values in the residual
image. These disappear with sufficient samples. Future work could
apply filtering/denoising techniques tailored to residual images.

We can also view our problem as simulating a difference radiance

quantity (Section 3.2), where the visual impact of the moving object
on its surrounding environment is predominantly influenced by its
proximity to the light source. When a dynamic object is situated
closer to the light source (LIVINGROOM in Fig. 6), it is more likely
to reflect more light, resulting in affected paths that generally carry
greater energy. To cover this variability, we showcase a range of
scenarios across multiple scenes (Figs. 6 to 8). Our approach gener-
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Old scene New scene by PT Incremental (Ours)

Residual Reference Correlated PT Incremental (Ours)

PT Correlated PT Reference

0.171 0.232 0.0534 MSE

Incremental (Ours)

Figure 6: Equal-time comparison. We edit the material of the book (marked in yellow box) below a lamp shedding white light. The albedo is
edited from blue to white, thereby the book is reflecting differently shaded light into the scene and largely changing the global illumination.
Path tracing: 64spp. Correlated PT: 32spp. Incremental(Ours): 10spp*3; Reference for each frame: 6400spp. Please zoom in for better
inspection of noise.

Old scene New scene by PT Incrementa l (Ours)

Residual Reference Correlated PT Incremental (Ours)

PT Correlated PT Reference

0.000531 3.92e-05 1.53e-05 MSE

Old scene New scene by PT Incremental (Ours)

Residual Reference Correlated PT Incremental (Ours)

PT Correlated PT Reference

0.193 0.000247 7.05e-05 MSE
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Figure 7: Equal-time comparison. Path tracing: 64 samples per pixel (spp). Correlated PT: 32spp. Incremental(Ours): 4spp*7; Reference for
each frame: 2048spp. Moving objects are marked in the Old scene on the top left: three stars are flying in Ninja Sponza and a treasure chest is
put on the chair in Staircase. We show extra comparison for the residual images with Correlated PT on the bottom left. Numbers are calculated
on the full-res images. Please zoom in for better inspection of noise for all images.
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Old scene New scene by PT Incremental (Ours)

Residual Reference Correlated PT Incremental (Ours)

PT Correlated PT Reference

0.00271 0.00386 0.00168 MSE

Old scene New scene by PT Incremental (Ours)

Residual Reference Correlated PT Incremental (Ours)

PT Correlated PT Incremental (Ours) Reference

0.00955 0.000551 0.000294 MSE
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Figure 8: Equal-time comparison. Moving objects are marked in the Old scene on the top left: the pitcher is moving closer to the window in
Dining room and the box is moving left in Glossy Cornell. For top row, Path tracing: 88spp. Correlated PT: 44spp. Incremental(Ours): 4spp*7;
Reference for each frame: 4096spp. Bottom row:64spp/32spp/4spp*7/2048spp. Please zoom in for better inspection of noise.

MSE

Reference PT with selection Dynamic path sampling

1.029e-05 0.675e-05

1.077e-05 0.239e-05 0.201e-05 0.089e-05

Figure 9: Equal-time ablation for the rendering of dynamic paths.
1) PT with selection: path tracing where only the paths affected by
the dynamic objects are selected and contributing to the shown
image and 2) Our dynamic path sampling technique.

ally converges faster irrespective of the distance between dynamic
objects and the light source. Overall, we achieve speedups ranging
from 2x to 5x (and 4x to 16x for material editing) compared to Cor-
related PT, and frequently observe orders of magnitude speedups
compared to traditional path tracing. In some cases, with significant
fireflies, mean square error may not be the best metric, so we encour-
age readers to zoom in to evaluate the visual quality of the images.
As shown in Fig.11 where the editing clearly affects the GI of the

MSE

Reference W/o path mapping W/ path mapping

3.821e-04 2.942e-04

8.671e-05 1.215e-05 0.947e-05 0.397e-05

Figure 10: Equal-time ablation of the effect of path mapping. In
the middle, we compute the residual image by independently render-
ing the two frames using our dynamic path sampling techniques. On
the right,we further apply path mapping to correlate the two frames.
See more ablation in Table 3.

entire scene, we consistently gain 4× runtime benefit for visually
more converged images against path tracing.

Most of the scenes we show are easy to render for path tracing
(e.g. the Glossy Cornell scene in Fig. 8). Occasionally, the camera
tracing outperforms our dynamic path sampling when the dynamic
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Table 2: Equal-time results for three more material editing operations
for GLOSSY CORNELL. All MSE values are scaled by 105.

Metric Editing PT from Correlated Incremental

operation scratch PT (ours)

MSE Lambertian color:white to blue 990 17.9 2.10
MSE GGX roughness: 0.1 to 0.5 990 22.2 2.91
MSE Lambertian to metalic 990 88.9 5.48

SSIM Lambertian color:white to blue 0.27 0.56 0.84
SSIM GGX roughness: 0.1 to 0.5 0.28 0.59 0.79
SSIM Lambertian to metalic 0.27 0.40 0.73

object is close to the camera. This can be seen in the third row of
the Glossy Cornell scene, and also applies to correlated path tracing.
Nevertheless, our approach consistently performs better than the
baselines both numerically and visually. The advantage brought by
the dynamic path sampling techniques is especially obvious when
the light source is difficult to reach. The dynamic path finding would
also not be easy for other light transport methods like bidirectional
path tracing or light tracing when the dynamic object is not close to
the light source as well (e.g., the DINING ROOM scene in Fig. 8).

Scene editing. In a scene editing scenario, designers can quickly
initiate multiple edits from one ready-to-use rendering using our
incremental re-rendering, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Our method aims to fill the gap left in the previous literature
on re-rendering for dynamic objects. However, this more general
formulation of the residual path space also encapsulates special
cases, such as dynamic camera/lights and material editing. When
the endpoint such as camera/lights move, the best sampling strategy
degenerates into camera/light tracing. Material editing is a simpler
problem without path space domain transformation. It requires only
half of our solution set. With no movement, dynamic objects and
their ghost counterparts coincide perfectly, eliminating the need for
ghost object representation and associated computation. We can
easily handle this application by partially disabling sampling and
multiple importance sampling implementation, showcasing signifi-
cant advantages across various material editing operations in Fig. 1e,
Fig. 6 and Table 2.

6.3. Timings and overhead

In our implementation, we observe that under equal number of ran-
dom walks (also with very similar CPU instruction counts), we
perform essentially the same number of intersection tests as stan-
dard path tracing. However, our sampling methods may experience
a higher rate of cache misses. This may be because the path tracer
starts all the paths from the camera, while ours start from the mid-
dle of the scene. We leave the potential batching and coherency
optimization as future work.

For the reason above, our sampling techniques do introduce some
overhead. Thus for all the equal time comparisons, path tracing
usually performs more random walks than ours. Nevertheless, this
overhead is small, on the order of 10-20%. For each sample per

Table 3: Hard case setups. We show the behavior of our method
with respect to the number of dynamic objects and the magnitude of
displacements in the editing, using the CORNELL BOX scene. This
includes ablations with and without path mappings (PM). Note that
these experiments do not adhere to single-control-variate protocols.
Other variables such as object locations, sizes and proximity to the
light, significantly influence the results. We intentionally place the
objects far away from each other in the space to affect more paths for
(a). All MSE values are scaled by 105. Please refer to supplementary
material for visuals.

(a) Increasing the number of dynamic objects.

Metric Dynamic PT from Correlated Incremental Incremental

count scratch PT w/o PM (ours) w/ PM (ours)

MSE 1 920 14.0 (5.1x) 3.38 (1.22x) 2.76 (1x)
MSE 2 960 18.2 (2.8x) 7.84 (1.20x) 6.53 (1x)
MSE 4 720 22.9 (1.4x) 20.0 (1.23x) 16.2 (1x)
MSE 8 1000 96.2 (1.1x) 109 (1.24x) 87.4 (1x)

SSIM 1 0.27 0.68 (0.7x) 0.89 0.94 (1x)
SSIM 2 0.28 0.61 (0.7x) 0.79 0.87 (1x)
SSIM 4 0.32 0.56 (0.7x) 0.69 0.80 (1x)
SSIM 8 0.31 0.40 (0.7x) 0.46 0.57 (1x)

(b) Increasing the movement displacement of the dynamic object.

Metric Distant PT from Correlated Incremental Incremental

scratch PT w/o PM (ours) w/ PM (ours)

MSE 40 990 10.0 (4.4x) 2.76 (1.22x) 2.26 (1x)
MSE 100 990 11.5 (4.2x) 3.31 (1.20x) 2.75 (1x)
MSE 160 990 11.7 (5.2x) 2.69 (1.18x) 2.27 (1x)
MSE 220 920 8.72 (5.0x) 1.95 (1.12x) 1.74 (1x)

SSIM 40 0.28 0.71 (0.7x) 0.90 0.95 (1x)
SSIM 100 0.28 0.69 (0.7x) 0.89 0.94 (1x)
SSIM 160 0.28 0.69 (0.7x) 0.89 0.93 (1x)
SSIM 220 0.27 0.74 (0.7x) 0.91 0.93 (1x)

pixel¶, we apply 7 sampling techniques, where some paths directly
connecting to the light source or the sensor will be rejected if the
first intersection fails. Hence, for n samples per pixel, we typically
generate less than 7n paths.

6.4. Ablations and analysis

Figure 9 shows an equal time comparison for the rendering of dy-
namic paths versus simply doing path tracing with rejection of paths
not passing through dynamic and ghost objects for the Ninja Sponza
scene. Our dynamic path sampling technique substantially reduces
noise, motivating the use of the novel sampling strategies proposed
in this paper that start from dynamic and ghost objects. In Fig. 10,
we justify the use of our path mapping approach, showing an equal
time comparison of computing the difference images with and with-
out path mapping. A naïve way to compute the residual image is
to directly subtract I1 from I2 (Eq. (4)). I2 and I1 have their own
domains and can be rendered independently. For example, path trac-
ing can use different random seeds for two frames and the residual
images are much more noisy than using Corrected PT. Without
path mapping, we can still render the two frames separately using

¶ The spp shown for our method is the total number of samples splatted
into the image plane divided by the number of pixels.
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PT: 378s Correlated PT: 380s Incremental (Ours): 96s

Figure 11: Runtime benefit in the LIVING ROOM example, where
the editing clearly impacts the whole scene through global illumi-
nation. We consistently achieve a 4x runtime benefit, producing
visually more converged images compared to the baselines.

30s 186s 260s denoised

Figure 12: The ghosting in the DININGROOM of Fig.7 reduces
during the convergence of the residual rendering. The artifacts are
inherent to the image-space control variates methods. Note that this
is unbiased. On the right, we apply the off-the-shelf OptiX denoiser
to demonstrate that filtering helps mitigate these artifacts. Devel-
oping denoisers specifically tailored for our incremental rendering
could be an interesting direction for future work.

our dynamic path sampling techniques extracting paths affected by
the motion. We can see that rendering the two frames separately
does not preserve the correlation introduced by the path mapping
approaches. However, the benefit brought by path mapping will drop
with more dramatic scene changes.

Scale of moving objects. The residual path space will reduce to a
finite difference of the whole path space if all paths are affected (e.g.,
when most of the objects are moving). This breaks our motivational
assumption and our dynamic path sampling techniques have no
advantage in this case. Scalability analysis is presented in Table 3
(a). We uniformly scatter eight moving objects across the scene to
affect the whole path space. As dynamic objects occupy more of the
primal path space, the benefits of our sampling technique diminish.

Magnitude of movements. Our approach demonstrates robustness
with multiple dynamic objects and rigid transformations. We do
not impose constraints on the amount of movement. In the worst
case scenario, a large motion will break the possibility of any path
mapping and essentially fall back to finite differences. We can see
from Table 3 (b): as the displacement increases, the benefit of our
sampling techniques remains consistent, while the benefit of path
mapping diminishes (220 completely spans one side of the scene).

6.5. Limitations

Our dynamic path sampling typically starts from the dynamic or
ghost objects in the middle of the scene. Path tracing can inherently
perform better when the scene favors camera tracing and image
domain sampling. We currently employ path tracing as one extra
sampling technique to incorporate the advantage brought by camera
tracing. Ideally, the eye sub-paths can be extended to combine with

(a) I1 at t1 (b) I2 at t2 (c) int. of deriv. (d) reference
residual: max(0, I1-I2) residual: max(0, I2-I1)

(e) int. of deriv. () reference

Figure 13: Residual rendered as integral of derivatives w.r.t time.
We render the derivative using edge sampling [LADL18] and do
Monte Carlo integration by uniformly sampling the time axis.

the camera tracing using bidirectional methods. Symmetrically, the
light sub-paths can be combined with light tracing. However, this
will bring more challenges in multiple importance sampling.

Additionally, our algorithm is not targeted at a dynamic camera
or light which will affect every pixel and reduce the incremental
path space into the primal path space.

In some of the new frames generated by our incremental rendering
method (and by correlated path tracing), the variance is concentrated
at the positions of the dynamic and ghost objects. Especially when
the higher variance is concentrated at the ghost objects (the previous
position of the dynamic objects), the inconsistent noise level for
neighboring pixels can sometimes be visually disturbing (See the 3rd
row in Fig. 8 Dining room). These areas will gradually converge with
more samples, and methods like adaptive sampling and denoising
can also be used to alleviate the noise (see Fig.12).

6.6. Relationship to differentiable rendering

The Dynamic Two Ends sampling technique shares a similarity in
starting from the middle of the path with path-space differential ren-
dering (PSDR) [ZMY∗20]. However, PSDR starts paths from edges
(one less dimension than surfaces), so the paths have statistically
zero chance of intersecting the edges multiple times.

The residual image rendered by our method can be seen as an
integral of derivatives w.r.t. time, which can be calculated by differ-
entiable rendering methods [LADL18, LHJ19, ZWRY21, BLD20,
ZMY∗20,ZRJ23]. In Fig. 13, we show one 2D example with moving
triangles where the residual is calculated as integral of derivatives
using edge sampling [LADL18]. The integral can be difficult to
solve efficiently due to potential high variance along the time axis.
It is possible to derive better importance sampling techniques on the
extra time dimension. In contrast, we directly solve the integral by
treating it as a regular point sampling problem.

7. Conclusion and future work

We have introduced a theoretical framework for, and initial practical
applications of, the residual path integral and scene re-rendering
with moving objects and material authoring. Most previous render-
ing techniques, for instance, the acceleration structures, intersection
behaviors, sampling strategies are specially tailored and highly op-
timized for primal path space. The rendering algorithms for the
residual path integral are far from being exhaustively explored and
optimized. We have taken a first step towards shedding light on this
research direction.

Our work opens up several future directions. We sample the
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residual path integral where the difference radiance contribution
is nonzero. There can be better importance sampling techniques
to sample proportionally to the actual difference integrand. Better
path mappings can also be designed to increase the correlation, to
avoid compromising the advantage brought by the novel sampling
strategies. More ambitiously, joint optimization of path mapping and
importance sampling of the difference integrand can be achieved.
Another direction would be to support deformable movement. Fi-
nally, our current approach only focuses on surface scattering. Ex-
tensions to participating media is an interesting future work.
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